
On the use of speci�cation styles for automated protocolimplementation from LOTOS to CPeter van EijkHarro KremerMarten van SinderenUniversity of Twente, Fac. Informatics7500 AE Enschede, NLJune 19, 1991AbstractDistributed system design, including implementation and software development, shouldbe based on formal methods in order to achieve correct design. In this paper we studythe possibility of automated protocol implementation by transformations from structuredformal speci�cations, in LOTOS, to program code, in C. Particular speci�cation structuresare referred to as speci�cation styles. The implementation approach presented here is basedon the successful implementation of a medium-scale protocol, the sliding window protocol.Details of this design exercise are included.1 IntroductionDistributed system design involves architectural design and subsequent implementation phases.So far emphasis in formal approaches for distributed system design has been on the productionof `implementation independent' formal descriptions (FDs) (examples can be found in the OSIarena where FDTs are applied to formally specify services and protocols [vEVD89]) or `inter-mediate' implementation FDs. In this paper we address the second half of the design process,which must lead to a �nal implementation (sometimes called realization): actually running pro-grams. In particular we study the possibilities to automatically derive implementations fromFDs. Automated code generation based on formal methods potentially has the advantage ofleading to cheaper and higher quality software.The scope of this study is limited to the use of LOTOS [ISO88, BB87] for FDs and C for�nal implementations. Even with this limited scope the presented implementation approach isnot complete in the sense that it is not applicable to LOTOS FDs of arbitrary protocols. Infact, the approach is based on experience with implementing a number of small toy protocolsand one medium-scale realistic protocol, namely the sliding window protocol. How it will scaleup for larger and/or more complicated protocols is open to further research.We believe that the work presented here is new with respect to the `systematic' use oftransformation rules in the implementation approach: it is based on the use of particular FDstructures, or speci�cation styles, to facilitate the transformation process. Related work can befound in [MdM89], where protocol implementation from LOTOS to C is explored but withouttaking advantage of speci�cation styles. A similar approach to eliminating parallelism is relatedin [CP85]. 1



The structure of the remaining of the paper is as follows. In section 2 an overview is givenof a distributed system design methodology that uses speci�cation styles. The relation of thismethodology to our work is indicated. Section 3 summarizes the implementation steps of ourapproach. Two main steps are distinguished, which are discussed in detail in sections 5 and 6.Section 4 introduces the sliding window protocol, which was used as the ultimate test case (sofar) for the implementation approach. Details are again presented in sections 5 and 6. Section5 addresses the transformation from a given protocol FD to a another, more implementation-oriented, FD, and section 6 describes the transformation of the latter to C code. In section 7the (potential) tool support for the approach is discussed. Section 8 presents an evaluation ofthe work.2 Protocol design and speci�cation stylesWe will present our approach to protocol implementation in the context of a design methodologythat is useful for distributed system design in general. This methodology incorporates the use ofa few motivated speci�cation styles that can be used in relationship to each other to support thecomplete design trajectory from user requirements capturing to software development [VSvS88,VSvSB90].Requirements capturing serves to determine a system architecture that can be used as thereference for implementations. An architecture should be implementation independent, i.e. itmust o�er maximum implementation freedom. In practice, however, an architectural speci�ca-tion needs be structured, thus introducing initial implementation choices, in order to keep itcomprehensible and manageable. This requires a considered judgement of the architect sincechoices at this level will a�ect all implementations.The architect can be guided by established design principles, such as orthogonality, generalityand open- endedness, which in turn must be supported by a suitable speci�cation structuringtechnique. The constraint-oriented speci�cation style is considered to be well suited for thispurpose: it enables expression of separate architectural `constraints' (requirements) as separatespeci�cation components which are composed in conjunction.Subsequent phases of the design trajectory are concerned with the internal organization(the `how') of the system whose exterior (the `what') is prescribed by the architecture. Asa �rst (series of) step(s) the construction of the system from interacting subsystems can beestablished. Besides guidance from the above mentioned design principles, the implementorshould use pragmatic and technical criteria to successfully pursue this goal. Here, the resource-oriented style proves suitable to structure speci�cations of (intermediate) implementations. Thisstyle enables expression of `resources' (subsystems) as separate speci�cation components whichare composed in conjunction such that internal interactions (i.e. interactions not speci�ed inthe architecture) are hidden.Individual resources can be speci�ed in any style, but iterative application of the above twostyles (i.e., re-entering the architectural and implementation phases per resource) is preferablewhen the resource is of more than elementary complexity. A simple resource can be speci�edin the monolithic style. With this style a collection of alternative sequences of interactions canbe speci�ed without any further structure. Alternatively, one can use the state-oriented styleif investigation of the state space is of concern. Although the state-oriented style is analogousto the monolithic style in the presentation of the dynamic behaviour of a resource, it explicitlyshows the states of the resource and how interactions manipulate the state space. Since state-oriented speci�cations are best suited (compared to other styles) for mapping onto programcode, the use of this style is recommended during the �nal formal step in the design trajectory,



before software development is commenced.In addition to controlling the complexity of distributed system design, speci�cation stylescan be used to achieve design correctness. The latter aspect has been illustrated in [vS89] forthe `top' of the design trajectory, using the constraint- and resource-oriented speci�cation styles.Support of tools for transformations in this part of the trajectory are studied in [vE90]. In thefollowing we are concerned with the `bottom' of the trajectory. Obviously, the resource- andstate-oriented speci�cation styles will play an important role in this study.We will assume a protocol architecture speci�ed in the resource-oriented style with protocolentities identi�ed as separate resources on top of a lower level service. Any speci�cation stylecan be used for the speci�cation of the protocol entities.3 Steps in the implementation approachOur approach starts with selecting a suitable LOTOS speci�cation of the protocol we want toimplement. We require that such a speci�cation allows to separate speci�cation componentsthat represent the protocol entities, where each component includes the de�nition of the userand lower level service interfaces. From the previous section we may conclude that a resource-oriented speci�cation (which could result from earlier design steps) meets this requirement.Alternatively, also a single (not embedded) protocol entity speci�cation, in any style, will do, aslong as the interfaces are included.Next, two main steps can be distinguished:1. The transformation from the given protocol FD to a more implementation-oriented FD.Because of existing and well-documented experience with implementation from extended�nite state machine descriptions, the latter FD can best model a (collection of) statemachine(s), with explicit states and state parameters. The speci�cation style of this FDcan be considered as a special case of the state-oriented style.2. The transformation from the state-oriented LOTOS FD to C code. This step involvesthe change of using an FDT to using a programming language. Given the state-orientedspeci�cation, however, it turns out that this is a fairly straightforward step.Since usually no particular implementation environment is prescribed by the given protocol FD,the implementor is free to choose one. We used a Unix environment to experiment with ourapproach (notably, the sliding window protocol, which will be introduced in the next section, wasimplemented on a Unix machine). The Unix interprocess communication facilities (TCP/IP andpipes) are then available to implement a lower level service which can be used by the protocolentities.At this point, we like to mention three further characteristics of experiments with our ap-proach. First, �nal implementations did not involve parallelism within protocol entities, i.e.protocol entities were mapped onto separate Unix user processes. In other words, we only im-plement resources that correspond to full protocol entities. Unix inter process communicationthus implements the underlying service, and not arbitrary communication between resources.Secondly, we used the Unix read and write systems calls to implement LOTOS events. Andthirdly, abstract data types were implemented manually. More details will be given in the nextsections.



4 Test case: the sliding window protocolWe used the sliding window protocol, formally speci�ed by ISO in [ISO89], as a test case todemonstrate and evaluate the above mentioned transformation steps. This selection was basedon the following criteria: 1) we wanted to implement a realistic (and not the `default' alternatingbit) protocol, and 2) we required that a complete and `suitable' LOTOS speci�cation of thisprotocol was already available.The sliding window protocol FD describes transmission and retransmission of Protocol DataUnits (PDUs) over a single �xed connection (connection establishment and addressing are there-fore not included). The (re)transmission procedures of the protocol may use an arbitrary windowsize to handle both PDU loss and corruption.Although the FD was complete and structured according to a resource-oriented style, anumber of speci�cation errors were revealed by analyzing it with the HIPPO LOTOS simulator[vE89] (these errors were reported back to ISO). For example, a problem was detected withconuency in the data types, and a wrong synchronization was found in the process part relatedto the acceptance of certain corrupted PDUs.The corrected FD consists of four parts: data types (271 lines), sender entity (160 lines),receiver entity (73 lines), and medium (31 lines). (The sender entity speci�cation is larger thanthat of the receiver entity since the �rst also describes the use of timers for retransmission).5 Transformation to state-oriented StyleParallel composition in LOTOS speci�cations can be used to either express independence ofconstraints or resources (with the ||| operator), or to express their dependent concurrent exis-tence (with the || operator). In the light of determining the degree of parallelism that the �nalimplementation should support, parallel composition (of resources) requires special considera-tion of the implementor. It is the freedom inherent in the implementation phase to decide whichparallel composed processes in the FD should map onto separate operating system processes.In our case we chose to implement each protocol entity as a separate operating system process(this choice was considered the best from performance point of view, given the sliding windowprotocol FD and the Unix environment). Other choices, with a higher degree of parallelism, arein principle possible.The key idea is that in the �rst implementation step we transform the given FD to anequivalent speci�cation in which no parallelism is expressed in the LOTOS processes that willmap onto a separate operating system processes. For this we need a transformation that elim-inates parallelism (and therefore also communication between LOTOS processes). To do thiswe use a technique called parameterised expansion [QPF89]. Parameterised expansion can bestbe described as repeated application of the LOTOS expansion theorem to eliminate all paralleloperators in a behaviour expression, but without eliminating value identi�ers.To illustrate the transformation we show the parameterised expansion of a simple duplexbu�er (�gure 1 and 2).The result of the expansion is a speci�cation (�gure 2) whose structure can be considered as aspecial case of the state-oriented speci�cation style. Every process de�nition of this speci�cationconsists of a list of alternative events, with each event followed by a process instantiation. Sinceeach process represents a protocol state, this has the e�ect that all the states of the protocolbehaviour are made explicit.We see that the speci�cation has 4 states, with names ProDup0 through ProDup3. Note alsothat most states have parameters, hence the name parameterised expansion for the transforma-



specification buffer[top, down] : noexitbehavioursimplex [top, down] ||| simplex [down, top]whereprocess simplex[gin, gout] : noexit:=gin !read ?x : char ; gout !write !x ; simplex [gin, gout]endprocendspec Figure 1: Resource-oriented speci�cation of duplex 1-slot bu�ertion.It is not always possible to �nd a �nite parameterised expansion of a speci�cation. Anecessary precondition is that the speci�cation should be guardedly well-de�ned. An examplethat does not have this property is A = B ||| A, which recurses on itself without �rst passingan event. The e�ect is that an unbounded number of copies of B can exist simultaneously. Onecan argue that such a system cannot be implemented in practice, and would better be speci�edas A = B ||| i; A where the internal step represents an internal decision to allocate resourcesfor another copy of B. In a typical protocol example, B would be a single connection, and A wouldspawn new connections. This problem does not occur in the given sliding window protocol FD.Parameterised expansion is also not possible in the presence of process creation loops. Anexample is A = B ||| g; A, where by performing event g repeatedly, an arbitrary number ofcopies of B can be created. (Note that the solution to the previous problem can reduce to this.)There are two approaches to this problem. One is to `ignore' it, and implement the parallelismin another way. Another is to move the problem to the data space, by introducing a parameterto represent the states of all the replicated processes. The given sliding window protocol FDcontains process creation loops to model timer behaviour. We used the second approach toresolve this problem: a process was substituted which has a parameter representing the statesof all timer processes, and which can therefore `simulate' all the timers. This works in thisparticular case, but it is not clear how widely applicable this is.LOTOS can be used in ways that are hard to implement. A typical example ischoice x:SortX [] [z = Operation(x)] -> B(x)where B is a behaviour expression parameterised with x. Here an arbitrary choice is made for xamong the solutions of the guard. If there is really only one solution, this can be implemented ifan inverse function of Operation can be found. Assuming that an inverse function InvOperationexists, the above example can then be substituted by B(InvOperation(z)). This approachworked for all occurrences of this problem in the given sliding window protocol FD.The sliding window protocol FD that resulted from this implementation step consists of 3parallel processes, each of which are in the state-oriented style: sender entity (135 lines), receiverentity (65 lines), and medium (53 lines). The medium process represents the adaption whichis needed to bridge the gap between the lower level service in the sliding window protocol andthe service that can be obtained by using the interprocess communication facilities of the Unixenvironment. The adaption reduces the available service in order to simulate PDU loss, etc. (forother protocols or other implementation environments such an adaption may not be necessary).The processes have 8, 6, and 4 states respectively. As follows from the above discussion, the



specification buffer[top, down] : noexitbehaviourProDup0[top, down]whereprocess ProDup0[top, down] : noexit :=top !read ?x_0a:char; ProDup2[top, down] (x_0a)[] down !read ?x_0b:char; ProDup3[top, down] (x_0b)endprocprocess ProDup1[top, down] (x_11:char, x_12:char): noexit :=down !write !x_11; ProDup3[top, down] (x_12)[] top !write !x_12; ProDup2[top, down] (x_11)endprocprocess ProDup2[top, down] (x_21:char): noexit :=down !write !x_21; ProDup0[top, down][] down !read ?x_2b:char; ProDup1[top, down] (x_21, x_2b)endprocprocess ProDup3[top, down] (x_31:char): noexit :=top !read ?x_3a:char; ProDup1[top, down] (x_3a, x_31)[] top !write !x_31; ProDup0[top, down]endprocendspec Figure 2: Equivalent state-oriented speci�cation of duplex 1-slot bu�errepresentation of states is not really an intrinsic property of the given speci�cation, but dependson the particular approaches which are chosen to resolve `implementation problems' and thestate matching capabilities of the tools used.It is not always possible, or desirable, to limit the parallelism as we did for the sliding windowprotocol. We recall the example of multiple connections, which, in a resource-oriented speci-�cation, will be represented as independent (arbitrary interleaved) LOTOS processes. Insteadof transforming away this parallelism, it is also possible to expand only a single connectionprocess, and preserve the top level parallelism. In the next section we show how to map toplevel parallelism to C. As the sliding window protocol does not specify multiple connections, thistechnique was not used in our approach.6 Transformation to CAfter the �rst transformation step the resulting FD describes a collection of extended �nite statemachines. In this section we show how to map this FD to C code. First we describe how astate machine is mapped onto a Unix process. Following that, we discuss issues in the mappingof local interfaces. Subsequently we give some more attention to the way internal events andtimers are handled. Finally, abstract data type implementation and multi-process solutions arepresented.



In our implementation we chose to map LOTOS events to read or write actions on �ledescriptors. In Unix both read and write can block, either waiting for input or waiting forresources. A state machine in a given state waits until it can engage in any event of theset of events which are possible in that state. If it can engage in more than one event, anarbitrary choice is made. The selection from a set of events can be implemented in Unix withthe select system call. This system call takes bit vectors of �le descriptors (�le descriptor n isrepresented by bit n) as argument and returns bit vectors of �le descriptors (a subset of those inthe argument) on which read or write operations will not block. Hence, the select argumentcan be associated with all the events which are possible in a certain state, in which case theresult can be associated with the events which can actually happen. An arbitrary choice fromthe latter set can then be made. In the case of the sliding window protocol we chose the eventthat appeared textually �rst in the FD. The select system call itself blocks until either at leastone �le descriptor can be returned or a certain time period, given as an optional argument, hasexpired. An interesting property of this solution is that it avoids so-called busy waiting. Thecorresponding C code is schematically shown in �gure 4. A sketch of the LOTOS process fromwhich it is derived is shown in �gure 3.process state0[gate] : noexit :=event1? .. ; state1[gate][] event2? .. ; state2[gate]endproc Figure 3: Scheme of a state in LOTOSstate0:handle internal events;determine select-mask;select event;if (event1) {do event1;adjust state parameters;goto state1;}if (event2) .....Figure 4: Scheme of a state machine implementation in CThe select-mask in �gure 4 denotes the argument for the select system call. If there areconditions or guards in the FD that govern the possibility of events, these are evaluated in thedetermination of the select-mask. For example, in the sliding window protocol the condition`window full' prevents the sender entity from engaging in a next service primitive with the localuser (thus e�ecting a back pressure mechanism). This scheme does not work when there areconditions on the values that are established in the event.In LOTOS one can describe very sophisticated interactions. For example, LOTOS allowsto specify a synchronous interaction where multiple parties each have their own conditions



on the values that can be established in the event. In practical interfaces, events are notnecessarily implemented as atomic or synchronous, and putting conditions on their values maynot be possible in a given implementation environment. In the sliding window protocol FD, thetransmission of a complete (wrapped) PDU is represented by one event. The Unix system callsread and write are not always capable to support this atomicity. A readmight result in less datathan was asked for. We solve this by bu�ering the result of a partial read. In the state machinethis read is indicated as failed, and no state change is done. The next time a read is possible therest of the data is picked up and processed. The interface of a Unix process with the Unix kernelis synchronous, although the kernel bu�ers data internally. However, as part of the solution tothe atomicity problem, we sometimes bu�er data ourselves, so our interface with the operatingsystem is not completely synchronous. Why is this correct? In our implementation we have aserial composition of a bu�er with the medium (the lower level service). Since the medium alsohas bu�ering behaviour, the composition cannot be distinguished from a synchronous interfaceto the medium.In a LOTOS speci�cation internal events are used for a number of purposes. The commoncase, especially in an expanded speci�cation, is that they represent internal communication.According to the LOTOS semantics, they can then be done at any time. Internal events arealso used to model expiring timers. In an implementation these appear as an argument inthe select system call. Another use of internal events is peculiar to service speci�cations,for instance for modelling PDU loss. In the sliding window protocol case we used a mediumprocess for testing purposes, where these internal events have a certain probability. Finally,internal events are used to model resource constraints. Referring back to an earlier example(on connection creation loops), the condition `connection table full' would imply that a certaininternal event cannot be done. In an implementation these internal events should, if the resourceconstraint can actually occur, obviously be mapped to the corresponding condition.In a certain state a number of internal and external events are possible. The LOTOSsemantics does not prescribe how to resolve the nondeterministic choice between these. In fact,the LOTOS semantics implies that it does not matter at all, since each choice is a legitimatechoice. In our implementation all internal steps, except timers of course, are done �rst. Followingthat a select is done, with the appropriate time-out. From the set of events associated withthe result of the select the event is chosen that appears textually �rst in the speci�cation, aswas explained before. It is not essential to do the internal events �rst. The only implementationerror to avoid is to block on a select in a state where only internal events are possible.The implementation of abstract data types was done manually in the sliding window protocolimplementation, without any supporting tools. The important data types in the sliding windowprotocol speci�cation de�ne PDU structures and queues and sets of various objects. For theseobjects fairly straightforward implementations in C are possible. Each operation in the datatypes was mapped to a corresponding C function. These functions are `functional' in the sensethat they do not modify their arguments, but make copies of them. It turns out that in thisapproach the run time of the sender and receiver entity is dominated by copying of data objects.The sizes of the C code components of the sliding window protocol are: abstract data types730 lines, sender entity 280 lines, receiver entity 180 lines, medium plus main driver 200 lines,and various interface utilities 290 lines. Three processes are run in the �nal implementation:the sender, the receiver, and a program to start them up and simulate the medium.Finally, we like to mention the possibility of multi-process implementations, although thiswas not used in the sliding window protocol example. If a FD can be written as the arbitrarilyinterleaved composition of a number of state-oriented speci�cation components (each of whichdoes not contain a parallel operator), there are two straightforward approaches to implemen-



tation. One is to map each LOTOS process, or actually each state-oriented component of thespeci�cation, on a separate Unix process, and implement its state machine in the way describedbefore. The second approach is to simulate the parallelism. In such a simulation the states ofall the processes are collected in a state vector. The select-mask is then composed of the selectmasks of all the processes. From the select result a process that can do an event is chosen,and its state is manipulated.7 ToolsThis section discusses the use of tools in the sliding window protocol experiment. First wediscuss the usefulness and shortcomings of tools actually used, and then we speculate on whattool functionality may or may not exist to further support the transformation from a LOTOSspeci�cation to an implementation.We used the simulator HIPPO [vE89] to check the correctness of the behaviour of the slidingwindow protocol speci�cation. As stated earlier this helped to correct a number of errors in thegiven speci�cation. A limitation of HIPPO is that it is not symbolic, i.e. in every sequence ofevents values for all variables have to be given. We used the parameterised expansion and statematching of LOLA [QPF89] to transform the sliding window speci�cation to our variant of thestate-oriented speci�cation style. The use of LOLA was largely successful, although it has somebugs and shortcomings that necessitated manual intervention. For example, sometimes B1 ||B2 cannot be expanded unless both B1 and B2 are both in expanded form. Obviously, LOLAcannot expand process creation loops, so the method for process creation loops given in section5 had to be applied manually. The output of LOLA is not always syntactically correct or in therequired state-oriented style. That problem is usually solved fairly easily. More fundamentalimprovements are possible in the state matching. State matching is needed to `fold' an in�niteloop of events into a �nite description. LOLA does not match commutative variants (e.g. A[]Band B[]A), so that the expansion generated by LOLA may contain more states than is necessary.A problem of both HIPPO and LOLA is their minimal amount of symbolic ADT computation.For example when x is a variable, whose value is unknown, the expression x and not(a) is notreduced. Particularly in parameterised expansion, large sets of conditions tend to accumulate,which is sometimes superuous and can lead to a larger state space.What other tool functions are conceivable to support the transformation to C code?� It seems possible to support a substantial part of the mapping from a speci�cation in state-oriented style to the C code that implements the state machine. Nevertheless this toolfunction would have to make strong assumptions on the mapping of events to Unix and C(e.g. events will be a read or write on a �le descriptor), and internal events representingtimers and resource constraints would have to be treated separately.� Once we have a good theory on the elimination of process creation loops by introducing astate vector parameter, tool support for that may be developed.� There is also room for automatic optimisations. Scope and lifetime analysis of variablescan enable the `overlaying' of state variables. This saves space and assignment statements.Common subexpression detection can reduce repeated evaluation of the same expression.� Automatic compilation of abstract data types has not been addressed at all here, thoughapproaches to that have been described elsewhere [Heu74].



� It does not seem to be easy to automate the process of reconciling the external interfaceassumed by the LOTOS speci�cation, and the interface that will actually be used.8 EvaluationOur implementation approach from LOTOS to C can never be universal. A tool or methodwhere one can put in a LOTOS speci�cation and get out a C implementation will either needsubstantial guidance by an implementer or will only work for restricted subset of speci�cationsand very speci�c target environments. There are two main reasons for this. First, in LOTOSthings can be speci�ed that cannot be implemented. For example, using the in�nite summationconstruct, behaviour expressions can express solutions to undecidable problems [vE88]. On thesame track, properties of interfaces can be speci�ed that extend beyond the capabilities of theinterface that one wants to map to. The typical example is an interaction with complicatedconditions on it. Second, the mapping of the abstract interface, speci�ed in LOTOS, to animplementation of it, e.g. system calls, signals, or shared memory, still has to be done, and it isnot clear how much of that can be described in LOTOS.In doing our experiment we have also encountered a number of problems that can be solvedat the speci�cation level and at the implementation level. A fairly obvious case that we havementioned is formed by connection creation loops. The problem can be solved by a LOTOStransformation, but also by a di�erent structure of the implementation. We have mentionedtimers, which are usually speci�ed as internal events, and then handled as a separate case inthe implementation. Another approach is to make timer control part of the external interface,which would constitute a `solution by speci�cation' (or more accurately a solution by specifyingit away). A �nal example is getting closer to the external interface. Instead of adapting thetarget environment to the speci�cation, as was done here, it should also be possible to adaptthe speci�cation to the target environment.9 Conclusions and Future WorkWith our sliding window protocol experiment we have shown that it is possible to produce aworking implementation of a non trivial LOTOS speci�cation in a systematic way. A tool forparameterised expansion has proved to be indispensable. Though we could do the expansionin this particular case, it is not clear how widely applicable this method is and how it can beextended to cover more complicated speci�cations. Experiments with other realistic protocolspeci�cations and for di�erent target environments are necessary before we can evaluate theimplementation approach properly.We have indicated in which way tool support can be improved and extended. Better toolswill probably allow larger and more complicated speci�cations to be implemented this way. Afundamental problem that remains is to embed the implementations of the speci�cations in thetarget environment. For this we at least need to study the characteristics of existing interfaces.One approach to this is to produce LOTOS speci�cations of (commercially) available servicesand interfaces, such as TCP/IP, Berkeley sockets, etc.References[BB87] T. Bolognesi and H. Brinksma. Introduction to the ISO speci�cation language LO-TOS. Computer Networks and ISDN Systems, 14:25{59, 1987.
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